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Refugees, Migrants and Displaced Persons. 

The Holy See has warned against the tendency to use the pandemic as an excuse for ignoring or 

flouting international law on refugees and migrants, especially in areas of protection and integration. 

https://nuntiusge.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/UNHCR-71st-Executive-Committee.pdf 

 

In South Africa the issue of foreign nationals continues to be debated robustly and the easy tendency 

to blame our country’s pathologies on foreign nationals continues to fuel xenophobia. 

https://www.news24.com/news24/columnists/guestcolumn/loren-landau-laying-sas-woes-at-the-

feet-of-foreign-nationals-  

The link between xenophobic sentiment and the pandemic has been evidenced in SA and it is noted 

that even the language associated with the pandemic such as ‘sanitising’ has been used by xenophobes 

in their campaigns to rid certain areas of  foreign nationals. 

https://www.timeslive.co.za/ideas/2020-09-23-analysis-xenophobia-turns-migrants-into-scapegoats/ 

Another area where the pandemic was blamed for administrative aberrations was in the delayed 

release of foreign nationals from correctional facilities. Several reports have emerged of foreign 

nationals being held beyond the date of either release or parole. The Department of Correctional 

Services claimed that this was due to delays in the deportation processes overseen by the Department 

of Home Affairs. DHA on the other hand has said that since lockdown level 2, deportation processes 

have been back to normal. 

https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2020-08-20-foreign-nationals-are-being-held-in-

prison-past-their-release-dates/ 

 

The EU’s New Pact on Migration and Asylum places an emphasis on returning migrants from Europe 

to their countries of origin. This policy has caused tensions in the past between the EU and the AU, 

and many fear that these tensions will increase. 

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2020-10-22-focus-on-migrant-returns-threatens-au-eu-

negotiations/  
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In the United Kingdom, recent legislation will make it difficult for unaccompanied minors and youth 

to be re-united with their families in the UK. MPs voted 327 to269 to remove an amendment made 

in the House of Lords that would have maintained the practice of enabling unaccompanied minors in 

the EU to be reunited with family in the UK. This will render such children extremely vulnerable and 

susceptible to unsafe means of attempting to reach their families. 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/oct/20/the-loss-of-family-reunion-rights-

will-lead-to-enormous-suffering-for-child-refugees 

The following article provides some background to UK government’s attempts to diminish the rights 

of asylum seekers, especially unaccompanied minors and the right to family reunification. 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/may/24/outrage-at-u-turn-on-promise-to-reunite-child-

refugees-with-uk-family 

 

On 20th October, 2020, court-appointed lawyers announced that the parents of 545 children separated 

from their parents at the borders of the USA have not been found. This is a result of the practice since 

2017, but intensified under the zero tolerance approach in May 2018, of separating children from 

their parents at the border. In the course of May 2018, 2 700 children were thus separated. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/21/us/migrant-children-separated.html  

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/lawyers-say-they-can-t-find-parents-545-migrant-

children-n1244066 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-54636223 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/lawyers-say-they-can-t-find-parents-545-migrant-

children-n1244066  

In a recorded interview Pope Francis called the Trump Administration’s policy of separating children 

from their parents at the US border ‘cruelty of the highest form.’ 

https://www.americamagazine.org/politics-society/2020/10/21/pope-francis-separation-children-

migrant-families-documentary 

Health and mental health practitioners have pointed out the many traumatic consequences associated 

with such separation both in the short and long term, and the increased dangers for those children 

separated for long periods. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44528900 
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